Class Name T Shirt Quilt
Instructor:

Donna Hale

Supplies needed:
At least 15 adult sized t shirts, with a 121/2” square shirt area. Please be sure the shirts
have been machine washed and dried. This removes any sizing and pre shrinks the shirt
before you sew them in your quilt.
Pre wash all of the other fabrics you will be using to be sure any shrinking or running of
colors has been resolved. Washing with Color Catcher sheets by Shout works great for this
step.
ALL YARDAGE IS BASED ON WHAT I USED IN THE CLASS SAMPLE located in the
classroom, or you can see a photo on our website under the current newsletter.
Approximately 6 Yards of Shape Flex (sf 101) to stabilize shirts, pre washed and hung to
dry BEFORE THE FIRST CLASS! Do not put in the dryer, this product is fusible on one
side. Washing prevents the stabilizer from drawing up when washed after the quilt is
assembled.
I yard of sashing fabric around t shirts (I used black)
½ yard for narrow border (I used orange)
1 yard for wide outside border (I used blue)
3/8yd for binding
Backing 5yards of 45” wide, or 2 ½ yards of 60” fabric ( I used minkee)
Other supplies:
Sewing machine in good working order with ¼ foot or seam allowance marked, no
machines needed for the first class, neutral color of cotton sewing thread, pins, rulers 6 ½”
by 24” to cut sashing and borders, and 12 1/2 ” or larger square to cut t shirts. Sharp
scissors large and medium size to cut shirts apart.
Large cutting mats, ironing surfaces and irons are provided, but you are welcome to bring
your own iron. An non stick appliqué sheet or parchment paper is a must when working with
fusible products. You will want to bring a camera device and pencil and paper to take notes.
I will be passing out a worksheet of my quilt, there is no pattern to purchase.
If you have any questions about the supplies or machine needed for a successful class,
don’t hesitate to contact me by email, drhale@q.com.

Optional but helpful supplies
We appreciate it when you buy your class supplies from us - these purchases enable us to
offer a robust class schedule and keep your dollars local
Cancellation Policy: We must commit to our teachers and to other students one week before
the class begins so we can’t give refunds or transfers after that time (unless we can fill your
spot from the waiting list). You are welcome to send someone in your place if you are unable
to come. If enrollment has not met the minimum required for the class, we will cancel it one
week before the first session. We love your kids but your fellow students left theirs at home
and hope you will too.
Dates:___________________________________ Times:________________________

